
Natural Language Processing
Assignment 9: Constituency Parsing

1 Introduction
In the previous assignment, we extracted a probabilistic context-free grammar from the first 1000 sentences of
the WSJ section of the Penn Treebank. In this assignment, we are going to put the grammar to use for syntactic
parsing. We will continue to use NLTK. Additional files can be found in /local/kurs/nlp/syntax/.

2 Parse a sentence
At the end of the previous assignment, you were asked to guess the number of parse trees generated by the
grammar for the sentence: “The rates rise .” In order to find out the answer to this question, we are going to
parse the sentence using our treebank grammar and a non-probabilistic parser that derives all possible parse
trees for an input sentence.

>>> import treebank-grammar as tg
>>> g = tg.extract_simple_pcfg(1000)
>>> import nltk.parse as np
>>> c = np.ChartParser(g)
>>> p = c.parse(’The rates rise .’.split())
>>> len(list(p)) # prints number of parses

The above listing shows how to extract the grammar (just like last time), how to create a chart parser for that
grammar using NLTK, and how to parse the sentence.1 After executing the parse command again, you can print
the parse trees one by one using the command print(p.next()).

>>> p = c.parse(’The rates rise .’.split())
>>> print(p.next()) # prints first parse tree

Questions: How many of the parse trees look reasonable? Why (not)? Can you find the correct parse tree?

3 Find the most probable parse
The parser used so far just returns all possible parse trees without ranking them, which is normally not very
useful. A probabilistic parser returns the parse tree that has the highest probability according to the grammar.
To find the most probable parse tree, you can use the ViterbiParser from nltk.parse.

>>> v = np.ViterbiParser(g)
>>> p = v.parse(’The rates rise .’.split())
>>> print(p.next()) # prints best parse tree

Questions: Does the most probable parse tree look reasonable? Why (not)? Is it the correct parse tree?

4 Parse some more sentences
Try to parse the following sentences with the probabilistic parser:

1. “Pierre Vinken is a director .”
2. “Pierre Vinken is a fool .”
3. “Pierre Vinken hit the ball with the club .”
4. “Pierre Vinken saw the man with the club .”

Questions: Are you happy with the most probable parse tree for 1–4? Discuss!

5 Submit the assignment
Submit the following to nlp-course@stp.lingfil.uu.se:

• Well motivated answers to the questions in Section 2–4.

1Note that the input is a string split into a list of tokens, equivalent to c.parse([’The’, ’rates’, ’rise’, ’.’]).
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